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"My journey is a shared one. It is shared with all the people I encounter and all those 
that encounter my work without knowing me.

I understand my role as being embedded in society, nourished by it and feeding back 
into it.

Everything I do is intertwined with the world around me and will be seen, heard, read 
in this context.

Therefore my mindset and approach to making art and music has to be conscious of 
this. 

We are communal beings. We have commitments to make to our community.”

artist
statement



KERIM BECKER (composer, multi-instrumentalist, writer, producer) aka. Kechou, of Algerian-
German decent, was raised in the buzz of Berlin by an Algerian musician and studio 

owner and German early day feminist and writer. He has been studying African Music 
for a number of years, and has produced and performed with different jazz infused Hip 

Hop and Afro-fusion experiments in Germany, and different parts of Africa. 
 
 
 

He represents a collision and merger of two worlds not easily combined without friction 
and tension, and creates harmony in his expression and innovative creative process. 

Building live loops, fusing organic acoustic hand made instruments with electonic sounds 
creating hypnotic healing rhythms and grooves that hit the spot. 

 
 
 

He has written a multitude of songs with various stylistic influences, gained significant skills 
in music production, has a broad cultural knowledge around musics in Europe and Africa 

and plays multiple instruments (Guitar, Gumbri, Bass, Ukele, Oud, Dingi Dingi, Dundun 
(Talking drum), Callabash (percussion), Asalato (shaker), Djembe, Conga, Synth, 

Chitende/Uhadi (musical bows), Mbira, Voice). All these abilities are subject to continuous 
work and growth.



"Friede den Hütten und Krieg den Palästen" 
Georg Büchner

In his writing Kerim speaks to social issues more than personal ones. This comes 
natural to him but also stems from the deeply rooted believe that artistic 

expression is a most powerful tool to challenge otherwise often silently accepted 
circumstances of injustice. He believes that art is inherently political and that the 
artist has a duty to use their platform to subvert common narratives around 

power structures.



From 2007 to 2018 Kerim Becker was part the jazz infused Hip Hop 
collaboration Zaunkoenig in Berlin which performed multiple gigs in clubs and 

festivals around the city and recorded two albums.
 In 2012 he created and recorded a project with MC’s and beatboxer’s in 

Kampala, which lead up to the intimate release of the extended Kampala EP. 
At the end of 2016 he completed a residency with master musician Matchume 

Zango in Mozambique.
 Starting from April 2017 he created the project INYE in conjunction with 

Colombian drummer Jorge Sepúlveda, the four to six piece group has since 
performed multiple gigs around Cape Town and followed the invitation to play 
at the Bayimba International Festival of the Arts in Kampala in September 2017.

 Around the same time Kerim started his loop based collaborations with 
Gugulethu Duma (Dumama) in Cape Town. The duo has since performed a 

multitude of gigs in different cities around South Africa, the majority being in 
Cape Town, most notably are venues like the Zeits Mocaa Museum for 

contemporary African art, Redbull studios Cape Town, the District Six museum, 
GUS (gallery of University of Stellenbosch), Endless Daze festival and Yound 

Blood gallery Cape Town. 
Kerim Becker has also ventured into live performance collaborations with 

dancers and choreographers Adriana Jamisse and Julia de Rosenwerth, which 
lead to the creation and performance of Whisper (2017) and Derivations (2018). 
Kerim spent the first month of 2018 at Matchume Zango’s place for a second 

residency, to refocus and deepen his musical skills.
 During a Konjo event in Cape Town Kerim shared stage with Madala Kunene 
for a full length improvised set. Similarly he was invited to play two concerts 

with Leraba Morena in Cape Town and Johannesburg. 
Beginning of 2019 Dumama & Kechou have completed a residency at the 

Nirox foundation in Gautheng, where they recorded the bulk of their upcoming 
EP.

Once back in Berlin Kerim will, once again, be focusing on growth, merging his 
lyricism and his instrumental explorations into a solo project under the name 

Kechou.
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This particular concept is of purely collaborative and improvisational nature whereby 
Kechou works with different musicians/artists to create songs from scratch within a 

short timeframe.
The aim of it is to create a library of merged sounds and styles and to challenge the 
idea of perfection in music production by working quick and truthfully with the end 

result being what it is with no alteration in the post production.

Live loops with Kechou



Contact

Website: kechousound.com
 
Email: contact@kechousound.com
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